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Vienna, Austria
Madam Chairperson,

Aiming at capacity-building in space law, the Iranian space Agency has expanded its measures in this field in recent years. These actions of the Iranian Space Agency in line with capacity-building to develop space law have been very effective in the scientific community, academia and especially technical experts.

Some of the actions taken by the Iranian Space agency in the field of capacity-building in space law include holding space law training courses for technical specialists with the aim of increasing legal knowledge and making them familiar with international space law and legal standards, holding national space law moot court training courses, as well as several legal sessions on satellite large and mega-constellations and space debris.

In this regard, Supporting research projects and legal thesis is also of our state's measures for Iranian students.

Apart from the above-mentioned measures, the Iranian Space Agency, with the aim of achieving the goals of legal capacity building for student community, intends to hold a series of discussions in various fields of space law in universities across the country.